Cupcake Treat Box
Materials
Sweet Shop Designer Series Paper (purple)
Sweet Shop Designer Series Paper (purple)
Sweet Shop Designer Series Paper (purple)
Calypso Coral card stock
Sweet Shop DSP (pool party)
Wisteria Wonder card stock
Wisteria Wonder card stock
Calypso Coral card stock
Pool Party card stock
Big Shot
Designer Rosette Bigs XL Die
Rhinestone Jewels
Cupcake Liner

Dimensions
(1) 2 ½” x 12”
(1) 2 ½ x 10”
(2) 2 ½” x 12”
(2) 2” x 11”
(2) 1 ½” x 12”
(4) 2 ½” circles
Scraps
1 ¾” circle
1 ¼” circle

Accessories/Tools/Etc.
(For bottom of cupcake “box”)
(For bottom of cupcake “box”)
(For top of “box”)
(For top of “box”)
(For top of “box”)
(Punch 3 small flowers)
Punches: Boho Blossoms Punch,
Circles – 2 ½”, 1 ¾” & 1 ¼”
Adhesives: Tombow Liquid Glue,
Mini Glue Dots

Step-By-Step Directions
Note: When cutting all rosettes for this project, the paper should be lined up along the outside edge of the
die on the pointed side of the design, and should be centered on the cutting area.
Note: When using Tombo Mono Adhesive, you will have to hold your project in place for a minute or two
until the glue sets up a little.
1. Die cut the base of the cupcake using the Designer Rosette die and the two strips of Sweet Shop DSP
measuring 2 ½” x 12” and 2 ½” x 10”. Acordion fold Tombow Liquid Adhesive. Attach the other ends of the
strips in the same manner to form a loop. Set this aside to dry.
2. Die cut the top of the cupcake using the Designer Rosettes die and the two strips of Sweet Shop DSP
measuring 2 ½” x 12”. Follow directions above to adhere the strips together. Set aside to dry.
3. Take the base of the cupcake, and with the points facing down on your work surface, gently push the top of
the accordion fold towards the middle and down toward the work surface forming a rosette. Do this several
times to give the paper memory and make it easier to get it into the shape of the base of a cupcake. Punch a 2
½” circle from Wisteria cardstock. Apply Tombow Liquid Adhesive liberally around the outside ¼ edge of the
circle. Place the circle, glue side up on your work surface and adhere your Sweet Shop DSP to this base while
cupping it in your hands in the shape of a cupcake. The edges of the DSP should come out over the edge of the
punched circle, and only the outside edges of the DSP will be touching the circle at this point. Hold this for a
few seconds until the glue begins to set up. Once you feel the glue has set up some, carefully flip your cupcake
base over and slowly and gently press the middle of your punched circle down so that it makes contact with the
rest of the DSP edges. Cup the base in your hands to keep the shape and be careful not to bend the points on the
top. Hold this for a few seconds, again, until you feel that the glue has more completely set up. Apply Tombow
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Liquid Adhesive to the outside of the cupcake liner and place down into the cupcake base adhering it to the
sides and giving it more stability.
4. Go back to the top of the cupcake. Punch 3 – 2 ½” circles from Wisteria cardstock. Glue all three together in
a stack. Apply Tombow Liquid Adhesive liberally to the top circle, lay it down on your work surface and create
a rosette for the top of the cupcake by pushing the top edge of the accordion folded piece toward the center and
down on top of the wisteria circles. Hold this in place until the glue sets. (You can place something on top of the
rosette to hold it in place while you work on the remaining pieces).
5. Die cut a Rosette from the Calypso Coral cardstock. Accordion fold both pieces, adhere both strips together,
and adhere the ends together to form a loop. Punch 1 ¾” circle from Calypso Coral cardstock, apply a liberal
amount of Tombow Liquid Adhesive to the circle, and form a rosette, following the directions above. Set aside
to dry.
6. Create a Rosette from the final piece of Sweet Shop Designer Series Paper and the 1 ¼” punched Pool Party
cardstock circle. Set aside to dry.
7. Apply Tombow Liquid Adhesive liberally to the underside of the Calypso Coral Rosette and adhere it to the
top of the large Sweet Shop Rosette. Apply Tombow Liquid Adhesive liberally to the underside of the small
Sweet Shop Rosette and adhere it to the top of the Calypso Coral Rosette. Punch 3 of the small flowers from the
Boho Blossoms Punch, adhere Rhinestone Jewels to the center of each flower and adhere to the top of the
smallest Rosette using Mini Glue Dots.
8. Stamp “4 You” in Wisteria ink on the Wisteria cardstock measuring 1 ½” x 5/8”. Trim the flag shape on one
end, and adhere it into one of the Rosette folds on top of the smallest Rosette using Mini Glue Dots.
PRODUCT
Wisteria Wondercard stock
Calypso Coral card stock
Pool Party card stock
Sweet Shop Designer Series Paper
Tiny Tags Stamp Set (wood)
Tiny Tags Stamp Set (clear)
Wisteria Wonder Classic Ink Pad –
Boho Blossoms Punch
2 ½” Circle Punch
1 ¾ ” Circle Punch
1 ¼” Circle Punch
BIG SHOT Die Cutting Machine
Designer Rosette Bigz XL Die Cut
Tombow Liquid Adhesive
Mini Glue Dots (300)

ITEM #
#122922
#122925
#122924
#125408
#118091
#118592
#122936
#119858
#120906
#119850
#119861
#113439
#125594
#110755
#103683

PRICE
$6.95
$6.95
$6.95
$12.95
$22.95
$16.95
$5.95
$16.95
$16.95
$16.95
$15.95
$99.95
$42.95
$3.95
$4.95

PAGE
p 176
p 176
p 176
Mini p 33
p 136
p 136
p 176
p 210
p 212
p 212
p 212
p 215
Mini p 28
p 206
p 206

All stamped images are copyright© STAMPIN' UP!® All content, including photographs, text, instructions and
design work, is ©StampAcademy. Our designs and projects are for personal inspiration only and may not be
copied for the purpose of publication, contest submissions, blog entry or profit. You may use these projects for
an in-person class but you cannot share the tutorials in a digital format or sell them online. The directions
cannot be shared with non-class participants. You may not post any of the projects on your blog or website. If
someone is interested in the instructions, please direct them to us. Info@StampAcademy.com. Thank you for
adhering to our copyright guidelines! Enjoy your projects!
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